




needle. But sometimes, that impact can only be understood by listening to the story 

of someone you have helped. At Turning Point of Central California, Inc., we help 

people in need of mental health treatment, recovery from substance abuse; people 

who need to find a job, learn personal finance, access emergency and supportive 

housing, or rebuild their life after incarceration. Working for Turning Point means 

you become a part of their stories.

Since 1970, Turning Point has grown from a small group of like-minded ministry 
partners in Visalia, CA, representing multiple faith traditions to what is now a 600+ employee non-profit agency, serving over 

12,000 people annually. We operate almost 50 programs that span the state of California, from as far north as Ukiah and as far 

south as Nipomo. These services are funded by tax dollars through contracts with Federal, State and County funders. We take 

the responsibility of that stewardship seriously. As such, we are devoting considerable time and energy in this coming year to 

identifying and tracking key performance indicators that help us objectively measure the impact we are making in each of our 

six (6) specialty service areas. This approach to value-based treatment incentivises program staff to not only look for the growth six (6) specialty service areas. This approach to value-based treatment incentivises program staff to not only look for the growth 

in their clients, but also be able to prove it. Additionally, when we discover that systems or interventions in our agency are not 

effective, we have the freedom to explore ways to improve.

As we look back over this past year, we are grateful to our board of directors, our management and administrative teams, and 

our direct service staff for collectively pursuing Turning Point’s high service ideals. The 2022-2023 annual report highlights 

current state and local statistics regarding the community issues we believe represent the greatest needs. Then we show how 

those needs are addressed by the services we offer, one program at a time. There are QR codes on each page that provide a 

direct link to that program’s webpage where you can learn more about their current events, watch videos of success stories, 

learn how to access services and how to join the team!

It is said that if you want your life and work to be meaningful, then focus on the things that matter most and spend your time, 

efforts and resources on those things that are meaningful. We all share a common desire for a thriving future and together at 

Turning Point, we are working to make that a reality.

When we clock out for the day, we all want to know that our work made a positive difference; that the sacrifices and heartaches,      

the long hours and tough decisions, mattered. Our impact can be measured in data points, increased numbers, or moving the 

MESSAGE FROM THE CEO

“SERVING PEOPLE IN NEED”

Wishing you sustained hope and peace.

Ryan Banks
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